GUERNSEY KENNEL CLUB WINTER SHOW 25th October 2015
My thanks to all concerned for an enjoyable weekend and to the exhibitors that took all their placings
with grace and good will something that is lacking sometimes sadly. I was pleased with my line up for
BIS and have to say that presentation was of the highest order bar none. I like the idea of placing from
7 - 1 as it keeps the attention to the end. My thanks also to my two stewards Ruth & Graham for
keeping things on track especially in the variety classes. The hospitality shown to myself and Penny
Sands was superb and at the after show dinner there was time to reflect on the show and talk openly
about things. For BIS I selected the Saluki, BPIS the Bearded Collie and BVIS the Shih-Tzu.
BIS Marshall & Mottershaw’s Ulmarra Bollinger [IMP IRE] Close run thing between this 2 ½ year old
Saluki and the Lhasa Apso but he just edged it on the day as he seemed somewhat fresher at the end
of the day and used the larger ring to show off his undoubted qualities. Very good head to handle with
good width in skull and clear, dark eyes giving him look of nobility. Completely balanced in forehand
and quarters with excellent body toning throughout. Pulled out all the stops on the move where he is
fluent and precise at all times. Handled well to get all he had to offer and today he took top spot. Well
done
Utility Group
Bulldog
O
1 Rousseau’s Shiloh Little Red Rooster at Dimkas 2 ½ year old red male with strong, broad
head of good proportions, clean well set eyes, ears set on high and carried well. Broad jaw line with
good dentition. Powerful neck easing into well placed shoulders and powerful forehand assembly
supported by compact feet and good bone. Well ribbed up with firm top line and muscular
hindquarters allowing a steady movement covering the ground easily. BOB & G3
Tibetan Terrier
L
1 Martel’s Araki Irresistibleu avec Majikcharms 2 year old black and white bitch. Strong yet
feminine in head with good proportions and distinct stop. Dark well set eyes with good pigmentation.
Muscular neck into well laid shoulders and straight fore limbs. Deep chest with ample spring in ribbing.
Hindquarters match her front for angulation and allow her to stride out evenly although she would
have been better with more room to show this off to the full. Finished in good jacket.
OD
1 Le Moignan’s Waterley Skyfall 3 year old, slightly longer cast than LB but equally as balanced
and clean in outline. All male in head with strength in skull and muzzle without being coarse in any
department. Well toned in front and rear assemblies allowing him to maintain a firm top line at all
times whether static or on the move. Coped well with the ring size to take BOB & G2.
2 Simmons’ Kybo Mister Milan at Kaladash PdH Rising 5 year old this black dog seemed
somewhat cobbier than winner. Well furnished in head with tidy ears carried well and set on high,
dark eyes set wide apart and enough stop. Moderate length of neck and shoulder. Well sprung in rib,
top line could be strong standing but does get better on the move. Shown in full clean jacket.
OB
1 Moignan’s Lasang Tiger Lily 5 year old squarely built girl that moved well at a steady pace
for the most. Good head to handle with dark well placed eyes and ears. Strongly made in forequarters,
straight limbs and good feet. Firm in back, good spring and length of ribbing. Strong quarters giving
her the drive needed. Put down in profuse jacket.
Shih Tzu
P
1 Walker’s Harropine Handbags At Dawn for Petwalk My notes say 6 months naughty but
nice. She did give her handler a hard time by refusing to budge at times but when she did settle she
was sound and fluent in all directions she just had her “puppy” head on today which added to her
appeal. Broad proportionate head with appealing dark eyes and well placed ears. Good length of neck

flowing into correct front assembly. Needs a lot of schooling but I have no doubt her handler will get
this in order and then she will be up with the best. BP & PG2
L
1 Gordon’s Cavateena Ruby Red 13 month old red bitch with strong yet feminine head of
good shape and definition. Well arched neck of good length and toning into moderate forehand,
strong bone and well furred feet. Deep in chest, strong in back with defined quarters giving her a
positive drive from the word go. Presented in good jacket.
2 De La Cour’s Cavateena Red Rascal Litter sister to winner and so much peas in a pod stacked
up but nowhere near as schooled or controlled in the ring today which was a shame given her build
she should have moved cleaner than she did. She is still young and with her construction and time she
should swap with her litter mate many times for sure.
O
1 Bowring’s Miracey Seriously Spicy 3 ½ year old red dog probably in his prime. Scores in head
being strong and broad but not overdone anywhere, dark pigmentation throughout. Well built in front
assembly and matched in his quarters to give him a balanced framework and easy gaiting action at all
times. Put down in excellent condition all round. BOB & G4
2 Girard’s Forepaws Gift Of Gold 9 ½ years young this red dog belies his age and has a look
of “ been there seen it and done it” he takes everything in his fluent stride with nothing exaggerated
in his movement just honest ground covering showing plenty of pad. All male in head with dark well
set eyes and well feathered ears. Balanced in framework front and rear to produce a clean outline
static or in motion. Pleased to award him BVIS later in the day where he again strutted his stuff to
perfection.
Lhasa Apso
P
1 Walker’s Petwalk A Night At The Oscars Raw 7 month old bitch that has everything just
where it should be and given time I’m sure she will have a bright future. Good head to handle with
good furnishings and proportionate skull to muzzle ratios. Dark oval eyes and good dentition. Well
arched in neck easing cleanly into well placed forehand with ample bone and straight limbs. Still a little
loose on the move as to be expected at this age but when she settled into her stride she was fluent
and true coming and going. Enough coat for her age of good texture. BP, PG1 & BPIS4
L
1 Billington’s Dancing Lady at Denzarnia 15 month old light gold bitch. Super headpiece,
moderate stop, clean dentition and well set dark eyes. Well angulated front and rear giving a balanced
outline and one that holds the shape on the move maintaining her top line all the time. Covers the
ground easily with a meaningful stride. Shown in full bloom.
2 Billington’s Best Foot Forward at Denzarnia Yet again litter sister to winner with same sort
of remarks regarding her build and head ratios but today she was not at her best on the move where
she played her handler up and consequently had to settle for 2nd place on the day. They will swap for
sure at other times as they are so alike in framework.
O
1 Walker’s Chanceinns Sir Gino avec Sifrason JW ShCM What a showman this precocious dog
is, he walked in and announced I’m here try and beat me and today he was right. Stunning head piece
with plenty of furnishings and dark oval eyes. Strong muscular forehand with shoulders from the top
drawer, good length of ribbing, top line straight as a die that holds on the move where he really comes
into his own driving hard and fluently from his powerful hindquarters. Put down to the minute with
excellent jacket of good texture and length. Handler unassumingly so as not to detract from the dog
to take BOB, G1 & later RBIS behind the equally stunning Saluki. Well done
Puppy Group
1
Walker’s Petwalk A Night At The Oscars
2
Walker’s Harropine Handbags At Dawn for Petwalk
Utility Group
1
Walker’s Chanceinns Sir Gino avec Sifrason JW ShCM
2
Le Moignan’s Waterley Skyfall

3
4

Rousseau’s Shiloh Little Red Rooster at Dimkas
Bowring’s Miracey Seriously Spicy

AV Utility
P
1 Walker’s Petwalk A Night At The Oscars
2 Walker’s Harropine Handbags At Dawn for Petwalk
J
1 Billington’s Dancing Lady at Denzarnia
2 Gordon’s Cavateena Ruby Red
3 De La Cour’s Cavateena Red Rascal
Y
1 Billington’s Dancing Lady at Denzarnia
2 Gordon’s Cavateena Ruby Red
3 De La Cour’s Cavateena Red Rascal
N
1 Gordon’s Cavateena Ruby Red
OD
1 Walker’s Chanceinns Sir Gino avec Sifrason JW Sh CM
2 Moignan’s Waterley Skyfall
3 Simmons’ Kybo Mister Milan at Kaladash PdH
OB
1 Billington’s Dancing Lady at Denzarnia
2 Le Moignan’s Lasang Tiger Lily
3 Martel’s Araki Irresistibleu avec Majikcharms
Breeders Puppy
1 Walker’s Petwalk A Night At The Oscars
Breeders Open
1 Billington’s Dancing Lady at Denzarnia
2 Gordon’s Cavateena Ruby Red
Locally Bred
1 Billington’s Dancing Lady at Denzarnia
2 Gordon’s Cavateena Ruby Red
3 Walker’s Petwalk A Night At The Oscars
Veteran
1 Girard’s Forepaws Gift Of Gold
B C Watson Memorial 1 Billington’s Dancing Lady at Denzarnia
2 Gordon’s Cavateena Ruby Red
3 De La Cour’s Cavateena Red Rascal
Working Group
Rottweiler
L
1 Wilson’s Botlierskop Shining Star 22 month old male that scores well in head with dark
almond eyes, well set and used ears. Correct scissor bite and full dentition. Muscular forehand from
shoulders to limbs, strong pasterns with compact feet. Deep chest, well ribbed up with firm top line
that holds on the move. Correct double coat of hard texture. Moves ok given the size of the ring. To
be picky he would benefit from a bit more covering and finishing to be at his best.
O
1 Brouard’s Botlierskop Heaven Sent Litter sister to Limit winner but altogether more
advanced and schooled in the ring today. Good head to handle, dark eyes of good shape, plenty of fill
in cheek, ears set on and used to full advantage. Powerful front assembly, well laid in shoulder and
straight in front with tight feet. Well let down in chest and ample ribbing. Muscular quarters gave her
the hard driving action required for the breed and she covered the ground cleanly with a steady stride.
Again finished with good jacket and undercoat. BOB & G2
2 Clark’s Botlierskop Viognier Up to size bitch with well balanced body shape and good bone.
For me she needs more fill under the eye to complement the rest of her head. Well placed shoulders
with balanced hindquarters giving her an easy movement in any direction. Presented in hard condition
all through.
Boxer
L
1 Bayes’ Docrema Don Giovani Young 16 month old dog that played the game better today
than 2nd placed bitch. Broad in skull with proportionate width of muzzle. Good length of neck into

moderate shoulders, straight limbs and tight feet. Enough shape and length in rib, firm top line and
strong back. Easy moving from any angle wasting no energy.
2 Le Poidevin’s Newlaithe Cecilia This young 17 month old bitch really was not having any of
it today which was a shame as she is nicely proportioned all through from her broad head to he defined
quarters. Good head to handle with appealing dark eyes and well placed ears. Difficult to assess her
fully as she had her “naughty” head on and gave her patient handler the royal run around. She has the
shape and look to do well when she settles.
O
1 Bayes’ Docrema Diamonds R Forever 7 year old bitch that was the complete opposite of
the last girl in that she was cool calm and collected and took everything in her meaningful stride
without breaking into a sweat. Broad, well made head with good dentition and good lines. Strong
forehand with balanced hindquarters producing a good shape whether standing or on the move. BOB
& G4
Alaskan Malamute
L
1 Brouard’s Dreamwolves J’Adore 14 month black and white bitch that’s correctly balanced
front and rear with excellent forehand and matching quarters. Scores well in head, good width of skull,
ears set on and used well, dark almond eyes with calm expression and intelligence. Well muscled in
front allowing her the pulling power needed for the breed. Good depth of chest and spring to ribbing.
On the move she is precise and fluent in any direction and covers the ground without expending any
wasted energy. Finished in harsh, dense jacket to complete the picture. Well handled to get all she
had to offer. BOB G1 & BIS6 as I think she was tiring towards the end of a long day.
O
1 Brouard’s JSY CH Dreamwolves Cauz For Aplauz Solidly built 3 ½ year old male with all the
parts fitting together well to produce a balanced framework but for me today he was a little heavy in
forehand and had to concede to his kennel mate. All male in head with sparkling eyes and clean
dentition. Muscular neck and quarters. Well filled in chest, firm in top line and sloping into firm rear
assembly. Again finished in excellent jacket and toning as I would expect from any working dog.
AVNPC
L
1 Chamberlain’s Ourfairview Emily Thorne [St Bernard] Young 15 month old bitch that has a
long way to go to be ready for the ring but having said that she has a good framework under her
gleaming jacket to work with she just needs time and effort put into her to get her prepared.
Unfortunately she would insist on bunny hopping round the ring for the most part but when she did
move at times she showed good extension. Work with her it could be worth it in the end.
O
1 Hutchinson’s Lionscourt Fortissimo Dejerri [Leonberger] 17 month old well built dog with
plenty of body and substance. Broad in head, dark well set eyes, made good use of his ears when
alerted, correct scissor bite. Strong neck of good length into moderate forehand with ample bone and
good feet. Well toned in quarters giving him strength in his movement which is clean and true but he
has a tendency to be very proud of his tail on the move. Presented in very good jacket. Coped better
than the Newfoundland in the ring today. BAVNPCW & G3
2 Bligh’s Wuzibears Everlasting Love at Burhou PdH [Newfoundland] Another good example
of the breed this bitch rising 4 years old has a good headpiece with dark eyes and good bite. Strong,
well muscled forehand with good bone and correct feet. Well let down in chest, plenty of spring to
ribbing, solid in top line and straight in back. Presented in very good jacket of correct coarse texture
and overall body toning. Steady on the move but didn’t cope as well as the Leo today.
Working Group
1
Brouard’s Dreamwolves J’Adore
2
Brouard’s Botlierskop Heaven Sent
3
Hutchinson’s Lionscourt Fortissimo Dejerri
4
Bayes’ Docrema Diamonds R Forever

AV Working
J
1 Brouard’s Dreamwolves J’Adore
2 Hutchinson’s Lionscourt Fortissimo Dejerri
3 Bayes’ Docrema Don Giovani
Y
1 Brouard’s Dreamwolves J’Adore
2 Brouard’s Botlierskop Heaven Sent
3 Bayes’ Docrema Don Giovani
N
1 Brouard’s Dreamwolves J’Adore
2 Chamberlain’s Ourfairview Emily Thorne
OD
1 Bayes’ Docrema Don Giovani
2 Brouard’s JSY CH Dreamwolves Cauz For Aplauz
OB
1 Brouard’s Botlierskop Heaven Sent
2 Bligh’s Wuzibears Everlasting Love at Burhou PdH
3 Bayes’ Docrema Diamonds R Forever
Breeders Open 1 Brouard’s Botlierskop Heaven Sent
2 Bayes’ Docrema Don Giovani
3 Clark’s Botlierskop Viognier
Locally Bred
1 Brouard’s Botlierskop Heaven Sent
2 Bayes’ Docrema Don Giovani
3 Clark’s Botlierskop Viognier
Veteran
1 Hutchinson & Lester’s JSY CH Nahkolam Blue Water [Leonberger] This 7 ½ year old
boy looked the part standing and was steady and clean on the move. Good head proportions
with well set ears and dark eyes giving a calm expression. Well toned in front and rear
assemblies with matching angles to give him a balanced framework. Put down in full, well
groomed jacket. Used the ring well to show off his build. Tail set on and carried correctly.
2 Bayes’ Docrema Fortune Cookie 9 year old brindle bitch that is just beginning to
show her age in muzzle but having said that she has a strong but feminine head of good shape
and ratios. Well muscled in front assembly and defined in hindquarters she was another that
covered the ground cleanly and efficiently at all times. Two exhibits to be proud of.
3 Bayes’ Docrema Diamonds R Forever
BC Watson Memorial 1 Brouard’s Dreamwolves J’Adore
2 Le Poidevin’s Newlaithe Cecilia
3 Chamberlain’s Ourfairview Emily Thorne
Pastoral Group
Bearded Collie
P
1 Martel’s Jupiter De Chester avec Majikcharms 11½ month old dog with coat of superb
texture and length, not overdone in anyway. Excels in head being broad and balanced in width and
length across his flat skull. Most appealing eyes set wide apart, full clean dentition and dark
pigmentation. Good length and arch to neck flowing cleanly into top rate shoulders and overall front
assembly. Well muscled, strong pasterns and compact feet. Ample ribbing for his age both in shape
and length giving him a firm top line and straight back. Rear angulation matches his front to a “T” and
as such his movement is fluent and precise from any angle. Showed like a seasoned pro. BP BOB G1
and later pleased to award him BPIS Well done.
GSD
O
1 Lawrence’s Chalksville Magnum Force First of all I have to say that both these exhibits were
of good sound type but not at their best in the space provided. 20 month old dog that coped much
better with the ring than his kennel mate did today. All male in head with complete dentition, clear,
well set eyes and ears well set and used at all times. Muscular forehand, straight limbs and compact
feet. Deep chest, ample spring in ribbing and strong loin. Straight in back and firm in top line. Well

defined hindquarters allowing a clean driving action from the off. Controlled his gait better on the go
round. BOB & G2
2
Lawrence’s Surfstone Hot Salsa PdH Liked the shape of this boy stacked up but he was very
erratic on the move and not as controlled as winner despite his handlers best efforts to rein him in a
bit, he would definitely have benefited from a large out door ring to show off his construction and
movement to its optimum but not today.
Shetland Sheepdog
L
1 Le Gallez’s Ontoco Secretariat 17 month well balanced tricoloured dog of good breed type.
Super head to handle with sweet expressive eyes and ears set on high and close to complete the
picture. Strong, well arched neck into very well laid shoulders and straight forelegs. Plenty of lung
room in his deep chest with ample shape and length of rib. On the move he demonstrated his
construction off to it’s maximum never putting a foot wrong and coming to rest standing four square.
Finished in clean, harsh jacket. BOB G1 & BIS4
O
1 Le Poidevin’s Conorvean Bobbin Joan Another tri this time a 5 year old bitch that scores
well in head with soft, melting expression and well placed ears. Good forehand assembly, well laid in
shoulder and muscled. Good shape to ribs, elbows tight and limbs straight. Strong in back, defined in
quarters with straight hocks. Moved well but not as easily or as fluently as limit dog. Presented in good
jacket.
Border Collie
L
1 Hitchon’s Patois Phizz 2 year old red bitch that took this class by having the more typical
Border Collie movement being effortless and controlled. Good head piece with well placed ears and
eyes. Good basic body shape but would benefit from a bit more covering. Shown in correct jacket.
2 Davies’ Les Nuages Porcia 12 month old black and white bitch that has a good basic outline
in head and body but for me a bit too much on the leg and not typical moving. Shown in correct jacket
and good body toning.
OD
1 Buckley’s Les Nuages Papageno Very typical Border both in body shape and in his
movement. He has strength all through from head to tail without being overdone or in any way coarse.
Scores well in front and rear angulation that gave him an effortless stride pattern at all times. Well
presented and handled. BOB
OB
1 Hitchon’s Patois Phizz
AVNPC
O
1 Dowding’s Mybeards Golden Buttons [PLS] Super example of this breed with strong
proportionate head, dark oval eyes with black rims and general pigmentation. Well balanced front and
rear angulation with very good body toning all through. Deep in chest, well sprung in rib and solid in
top line that holds whether static or on the move where she covers the ground smoothly and
efficiently. Put down in dense, harsh jacket. BAVNPCP & G3
Puppy Group

1 Martel’s Jupiter De Chester avec Majikcharms

Pastoral Group 1 Le Gallez’s Ontoco Secretariat
2 Lawrence’s Chalksville Magnum Force
3 Dowding’s Mybeards Golden Buttons
4 Martel’s Jupiter De Chester avec Majikcharms
AV Pastoral
P
1 Martel’s Jupiter De Chester avec Majikcharms
J
1 Martel’s Jupiter De Chester avec Majikcharms
2 Davies’ Les Nuages Porcia

OD
OB

1 Buckley’s Les Nuages Papageno
1 Le Poidevin’s Conorvean Bobbin Joan
2 Hitchon’s Patois Phizz
Locally Bred
1 Hitchon’s Patois Phizz
2 Davies’ Les Nuages Porcia
B C Watson Memorial 1 Martel’s Jupiter De Chester avec Majikcharms
2 Davies’ Les Nuages Porcia
Toy Group
Papillon
L
1 Simon & Smith’s Garsiv’s Sunny of Ringlands Upstanding 21 month old dog that took
everything in his stride and showed his socks off covering the ring with a jaunty spring in his stride.
Nicely chiselled in head with dark eyes and rims. Ears set back and used apart. Moderate forehand
assembly with matching bone and correct hare feet. Good in ribbing and loin, coupled to strong
quarters giving him the power to cover the ground easily. BOB,G1 & BIS 7 [I think he’d had enough by
this time ]
O
1 Simon & Smith’s Ringlands Tango In The Heat 5 year old red and white boy. Proportionate
in head with dark eyes and pigmentation all through. Enough length of neck to moderate shoulders
and straight limbs. Good in ribbing and top line. Steady on the move in any direction. Well presented.
2 Simon & Smith’s Ringland Frosted Fern This time a 5 year old bitch similar in type and
remarks as winner except that she was not as fluent on the move as him despite the efforts of his very
good young handler trying to get her going.
Chinese Crested
O
1 Ozanne’s Prajna Calling The Tune at Lyntonridge Precocious young smooth bitch with
wonderful head and expression from her dark almond shaped eyes. Well chiselled in head with correct
rounded skull and slight stop. Forehand is spot on with good length of leg and hare like feet. Broad in
chest, muscular in hind quarters letting her display a meaningful stride pattern with excellent reach
and drive. BOB & G2
2 Officer’s Scherzando Wilson at Eeri 3½ year old powder puff bitch equally as balanced as
winner but slightly longer cast in appearance. Good head to handle with correct dentition and strength
in jaws. Well placed shoulders, deep chest and solid in back coupled to muscular quarters allowing an
effortless movement that covers the ground in style
Pomeranian
O
1 Bennett’s Thelbern Boi-Zee 2½ year old male with compact no nonsense body shape and
ultra clean head. Moderate in forehand and matched perfectly in quarters to give him the range and
freedom in his movement. Well ribbed up and has strength in abundance for his size and stature.
Presented in full bloom BOB & G4
AVNPC
P
1 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour [Pug] What a little star this young bitch
is she looked the part standing then excelled on the move where she strides out with such an effortless
action with gentle rolling quarters. Scored in head with good wrinkle and definition, dark well set eyes
and neat ears carried close to the head giving her an excellent expression. Strong neck into first rate
shoulders and well boned legs. Deep in chest with enough spring and depth in ribbing. Flat in top line
that never falters. BP & G3 & PG1 She got better as the day went on winning several more classes
including BJIS, BNIS and the BC Watson final. Pleased to award her RBPIS behind the on form Beardie.
Well done, she will have a bright future.
2 Walker’s Essvana The Lady Ginny for Petwalk [Chihuahua S/C] Another typey exhibit that
was unlucky to meet the Pug on the day but I’m sure they will swap many times. Similar in age winner

and just as well made in structure. Good head piece with correct domed skull, defined stop and short
muzzle. Well angulated front and rear with very good toning for her age and stature. On the go round
she showed this off to full advantage guided by her good handler.
Puppy Group

1 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour [Pug]

Toy Group

1 Simon & Smith’s Garsiv’s Sunny of Ringlands
2 Ozanne’s Prajna Calling The Tune at Lyntonridge
3 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour
4 Bennett’s Thelbern Boi-Zee

AV Toy
P
J
Y
N
OD

1 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour
1 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour
1 Simon & Smith’s Garsiv’s Sunny of Ringlands
1 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour
1 Bennett’s Thelbern Boi-Zee
2 Simon & Smith’s Ringland Tango In The Heat
OB
1 Ozanne’s Prajna Calling The Tune at Lyntonridge
2 Simon & Smith’s Ringland Frosted Fern
Locally Bred
1 Bennett’s Thelbern Boi-Zee
Veteran
1 Bennett’s Thelbern Monsieur Le Blanc [Pomeranian] Rising 10 years of age this boy
was beginning to show his age in muzzle and coat although there was plenty of it to cover him
it could have been in better condition. Strong head without being too overdone anywhere.
Very good skeletal structure with strong body toning to cover. Moved around the ring with a
purposeful action that belied his age.
B C Watson
1 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour

BVIS Girard’s Forepaws Gift Of Gold [Shih-Tzu]
RBVIS Walker & Noel’s Mycalleys Happy Harry [American Cocker]
Best Brace Simon & Smith’s Papillons
Best Team Simon & Smith’s Papillons
BPIS 1 Martel’s Jupiter De Chester avec Majikcharms [Bearded Collie]
2 Symphorien’s Regencylodge Roxelle at Rienmour [Pug]
3 Marett’s Gayteckels Bak In The Abbott [Cesky]
4 Walker’s Petwalk A Night At The Oscars [Lhasa Apso]
5 Philippe’s Monfortmagic Rozel Woods [Golden Retriever]
6 Le Brun’s Walamadengie Flaunt It [Rhodesian Ridgeback]
BIS

1 Marshall & Mottershaw’s Ulmarra Bollinger [IMP IRE] [Saluki]
2 Walker’s Chanceinns Sir Gino avec Sifrason JW ShCM [Lhasa Apso]
3 Marett’s Idefix Day Break at Gayteckels [Cesky]
4 Le Gallez’s Ontoco Secretariat [Shetland Sheepdog]
5 Cox’s JSY CH Tiroen Too Hot To Handle JW ShCM [Irish Setter]
6 Brouard’s Dreamwolves J’Adore [Alaskan Malamute]
7 Simon & Smith’s Garsiv’s Sunny of Ringlands [Papillon]
Richard C Kinsey

